Turns out, NoFap, Proud Boys, Psyop, and Fasism really are all connected. Who knew?

Is One Sexual Behavior Triggering Certain Groups?
Masturbation may well be one of the healthiest human sexual behaviors.
psychologytoday.com

Amazing. "We have NOTHING to do with fascist, racist Proud Boys!" Except our founder did an interview with their founder and we repeatedly promoted Proud Boys for years. 🧵 ProudBoy NoFap

"Proud Boys" has nothing to do with NoFap. They are not affiliated with our organization in any way. NoFap is non-legislative and non-partisan.

Here is a peer-reviewed scientific article showing the misogyny still at nofap today.
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Photo by @BimbaOverland®️ Liberos
Liberos is an advocacy, research, and technology-based initiative with the goals of providing emotional support, education, and treatment for those affected by neurocognitive conditions such as Down syndrome and those who have suffered brain injury.

The following tweet was posted by Nicole Prause:

Once again, rape threat from Neofap follower. Stalking threat from Neofap founder. Misogyny from Neofap. Promoting Proud Boys. Hiding behind an anonymous account. Spewing hate like this will result in violence. It has already started with rape and Proud Boys. Supportliberos.

Liberos
@NicolePrause
- Oct 28

This new video by @Clmnes. "I sing in the shower more alive." #NoWanks

Liberos
@NicolePrause
- Oct 28

@YourBrainOnPorn @JamesTherapy How did you get to another slate so quickly to stalk? Get fucked up.

Liberos
@NicolePrause
- Oct 28

1) Not affiliated with Neofap.
2) That’s not false.
3) There isn’t misogyny from Neofap. It’s important to indicate you’re referring to some users of the site, not Neofap itself. Our main focus is to maintain an inclusive atmosphere for all.
4) NoNeofap didn’t promote Proud Boys.

Liberos
@NicolePrause
- Oct 28

Microporn is misogynist. 

Liberos
@NicolePrause
- Oct 28

NoNeofap recently promoted Proud Boys for years, still active today. If this was false, you would sue me. Microporn hides in the shadows. Anonymous account.
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We understand that there ongoing disputes between you & Wilson. He is a known porn critic, lives far away, & denied claim (yourtrainomporn.com/relevant-news...). Alex found stalking claim far-fetched, tweeted skepticism, hasn't commented on it since, and is open-minded to evidence / more info.

Liberos
@NicolePrause - Oct 28

Research your website falsely claims hes a PhD has no degree, multiple police reports for stalking, his only no-data paper recommended for retraction by 3rd party review, retractionwatch.com/2018/06/13/jou... LAPD did not find it lacking. This anon account keeps promoting misog, now stalking?

Liberos
@NicolePrause

Re: @NicolePrause: @NoFap @DGDVdK

My name is on his website over 35,000 times. Do you know cyberstalking law in California? I do. LAPD does. Now you are participating. Ley's post is absolutely correct, you engage in threatening behavior from anonymous accounts when you have no defense.
Nicole Prazza’s Unethical Harassment and Defamation of Gary Wills...

Introduction: This page and now a second page were created to counter the ongoing harassment and false claims made by former UCLA researcher yourbrainonpom.com

Liberos @NicolePraze - Oct 28
Persu your website falsely claims that a PhD has no degree, multiple police reports for stalking. A his only no-data paper recommended for retraction by 3rd party review.
retractionwatch.com/2018/06/13/po...
LAPD did not find it stalking.
This anon account keeps promoting misog. now stalking?

Liberos @NicolePraze

Re: libera @NicolePraze @NoFap @DrDavidLey
My name is on his website over 35,000 times. Do you know cyberstalking law in California? I do. LAPD does. Now you are participating. Ley’s post is absolutely correct, you engage in threatening behavior from anonymous accounts when you have no defense.

Google praze site: yourbrainonpom.com

All News Videos Shopping In

About 35,200 results (0.51 seconds)

3:01 PM - 28 Oct 2018
The guy with multiple police and FBI reports for stalking me is promoted as a "professor" on your website, when he holds no college degree. NoFap is promoting misogyny. NoFap is a hate group.
I just found Alexander Rhodes, for whom I had clear, no-contact request, runs @NoFap account by his own report.

Serial misogynist harasser: As stated before, you are not to contact me by Twitter, email, or any means. You violated my consent & now have an FBI cyberstalking report

2:16 PM - 29 Oct 2019
No Nut November: the insidious internet challenge encouraging men...
What may appear to be just another weird and bizarre internet challenge is underpinned by extreme misogyny and threats of violence.

Thank you for this piece. I have rape & stalking threats & harassment from #NoFap & filed w FBI. Will share report # in DM if you want to add yours. Founder Rhodes w/ ProudBoys extremists, so worth getting on FBI radar. Scientists know NoFap misogyny well

journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.117/

Check out this new video by McInnes. "I sing in the shower & I more alive." youtube.co:

... #NoWanks

3 2015

10:18 PM 10 Nov 2018

1 Like

https://twitter.com/NicoleRPrase/status/1068751166232645633
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#NoFap followers also threatened to rape me. Foudre violated no-contact, joked about physically stalking me, & has FBI report for it. DM me if you want report number to add. Peer-reviewed paper about misogyny of young men in #NoFap:
journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.117 ...
Leon Hewer @LeonHewer · 15h
Where's the "mounting evidence that the "No Fap" movement empowers misogynistic hate groups? Seems like you could provide some links or something, rather than relying on lazy associations.

Liberos @NicoleRrause
RePLYING TO @LeonHewer

This is a peer-reviewed paper reviewing the misogyny in NoFap forums:
journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.117 ...
Here is the NoFap founder promoting Proud Boys (violent terrorist group) founder Gavin McInnes, joking about stalking me w stolen image, & follower threatening to rape me.

An update on your report
Thanks again for letting us know. Our investigation found this account violated the Twitter Rules:

NoFap ResistanceArmy @Valerian122
Violating our rules against posting <a href="(link)" target="_blank">violent threats</a>.

3:07 PM · 5 Dec 2018
Thank goodness that this is all false: 
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.10...  
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.117...  
https://rdcu.be/bpUA5
There are actual experts who study this topic and don't threaten to rape & stalk women. 
You got suckered, just like: 
https://gizmodo.com/the-fake-sex-d ...
Is porn making young men impotent?
Up to a third of young men now experience erectile dysfunction. Some are turning to extreme measures such as penile implants – but is kicking their pornograph... theguardian.com

Liberos
@NicoleRPrause

Replying to @Planographer @DrDavidLey

If @amy_fleming wants to promote NoFap that threatens to rape female scientists, jokes @ stalking women (LAPD & FBI reports available), known for misogyny, & promotes pseudoscience, perfect piece. Reality:
onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.10... journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.117 ... rdcu.be/bpUA5

@YourBrainOnPorn @JamesTherapy How do you get to another state so quickly to stalk? also behind all of the mysterious clown sightings?

An update on your report
Thanks again for letting us know. Our investigation found this account violated the Twitter Rules:

NoFap ResistanceArmy @Valueant12

Violating our rules against posting <a href="" target="_blank"">violent threats</a> (Voon et al., 2014). Additionally, evidence from the orationally representative (Dutch) study demonstrated b... study (Voon et al., 2014). Longitudinal studies, Wit, Enkham, & Pappert, (2009) and experience...n the laboratory. Leeshu et al. (2018) did acknowledge this as important, as we w...be able to "fully understand the extent that content depicted sexual media might influence arousal and intimacy in a sexual relationship without accounting for couples." We brought 2...
Science documenting the misogyny from these groups
Submitted by Nicole Prause on October 29, 2018 - 2:05pm

"I want that power back": Discourses of masculinity within an online pornography abstinence forum"

This was a systematic review of the content in those forums. I believe Ley's point is not to say everyone must masturbate at some regular schedule. If you choose not to masturbate, just don't promote for-profit groups that support misogyny and advertise Proud Boys and other antisemitic groups. As far as I am aware, the only celebrity fan of YourBrainOnPorn is David Duke, which he described as preventing race mixing.

There are many ways to reach your goals that don't line the pockets of hate groups.

Peer-reviewed misogyny
Submitted by Nicole Prause on October 29, 2018 - 4:47pm

The fake-name account appears to want some of the quotes from the systematic-review paper posted. These will make very clear that extensive content on the NoFap website is misogynist. If you visit this website, you will be supporting and furthering misogyny, above and beyond the antisemitism evidenced from Dr. Ley's original piece.
Scientist vs. anonymous blogger
Submitted by Nicole Prause on October 29, 2018 - 5:24pm

Scientist every time
There's was a peer-reviewed article. You probably wrote all of those yourself. I just discovered that the NoFap company account actually was being run by Alexander Rhodes himself, in violation of his no-contact request. So your actual founder is stalking women online in violation of no-contact orders.

You provide no evidence that their review was not balanced. As your cannot pass peer-review, I think it's clear where the problem is.